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LN: 6, 15, 30 liters per day, 99-99.5% small laboratory LN2 liquid nitrogen generators
ON-SITE LIQUID NITROGEN GENERATORS
Noblegen LN2 liquid nitrogen generators are a simple plug and produce LN2 solution. An
internal PSA nitrogen generator combined with a cryo-cooler, helium compressor and internal
dewar all controlled through a colour graphic HMI touch-screen gives a fully automated system
at the touch of a button.

THE NITROGEN LIQUIFIER
The Noblegen laboratory LN2 liquid nitrogen generator is based on the Gifford-McMahon
technique of a cold-head design with the compression and expansion of helium to obtain low
temperature cooling. The systems are specifically designed for applications where a certain gas
must be liquefied and transferred to an internal storage vessel which can then be dispensed to
the application.
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PRODUCT FEATURES
Internal oil-free air compressor with autoclave (anti-bacteria)
suction filter.
PSA nitrogen gas generator to give -60°c pdp nitrogen gas.
Sterile filter on nitrogen gas line to cryo-cooler.
Reliable low maintenance helium compressor unit
Cryo-head is part of the dewar assemby for efficiency of
production.
Liquid nitrogen outlet valve and transfer hose provided.

ADVANTAGES
Produce your own Liquid Nitrogen and eliminate deliveries.
Less waste – cold head keeps the dewar cold and reduces boil off compared to standard dewar.
Efficiency - Once internal dewar filled the system goes into standby, saving power.
Cleanliness – Closed loop system of nitrogen PSA, cryo-cooler and sterile filter ensures internal
dewar is only filled with clean dry nitrogen gas and produces clean / pure liquid nitrogen.

Helium compressor made in USA
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APPLICATIONS
- IVF clinics / hospitals for storage of samples.
- NMR spectrometer to keep liquid helium cool and prevent boil off.
- Artificial insemination centers
- Universities with research biological material

INSTALLATION
The Noblegen laboratory liquid nitrogen plant is a complete automated system supplied as a
packaged piece of equipment either inside a floor mounted enclosure or a small skid mount
design.
Firstly the cooling water should be connected to the ports shown on the side of the system – this
should either be a mains water supply or a closed loop chiller specified
The system can be situated in its preferred location and connected to the mains supply using the
cable supplied.As the system has already been fully commissioned and tested at our factory the
START button on the screen can be pushed in order for the system to go into an initial start-up
sequence:
1. PSA nitrogen generator achieves <1.0% oxygen content (approximately 30 mins).
2. The helium compressor / cold-head reduces the internal vessel temperature in order to start
producing liquid nitrogen (approximately 4 hours).
Liquid nitrogen will be produced at the flow per day indicated on the data sheet for the specific
product until the internal storage vessel is full. When full the generator will go into standby and
will automatically re-start once the storage volume has dropped to pre-determined level.
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LEVEL CONTROL
The internal liquid nitrogen storage vessel has a liquid level indicator with high and low setpoints. The low level set-point can be adjusted by the customer for maximum efficiency
depending on how much liquid is required, this means once the storage is full the system could
remain in economy for longer and save power.
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Also AC ( Air Cooled) option if the room temperature can be kept under 25 °C
LND6AC ( dispense module) is a single door ( 0,8 m L x 0,8 m W x 1,8m H)
LN15/LN15AC and LN30/LN30AC are double doors cabinets ( 1,6 m L x 0,8 m W x 1,8m H)
It is possible,to have in smaller single door cabinet for the LN15AC Compact with a 35 liter
storage tank

